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Abstract 
We live in a very complex world where we face complex phenomena such as social norms 

and new technologies. To deal with such phenomena, social scientists often use 

reductionism approach where they reduce them to some lower-lever variables and model 

the relationships among them through a scheme of equations. This approach that is called 

equation based modeling (EBM) has some basic weaknesses in modeling real complex 

systems so that assumptions such as unbounded rationality and perfect information are 

strongly emphasized while adaptability and evolutionary nature of all engaged agents 

along with network effects go unaddressed. In tackling deficiencies of reductionism, the 

complex adaptive system (CAS) framework has been proven very influential in the past 

two decades. In contrast to reductionism, under CAS framework, complex phenomena are 

studied in an organic manner where their agents are supposed to be both boundedly 

rational and adaptive. As the most powerful methodology for CAS modeling, agent-based 

modeling (ABM) has gained a growing popularity among academics and practit ioners. 

ABMs show how agents’ simple behavioral rules and their local interactions at micro -

scale can generate surprisingly complex patterns at macro-scale. Despite a growing 

number of ABM publications, those researchers unfamiliar with it have to study a number 

of works to understand (1) why and what of ABM, (2) its differences with EBM (3) its 

main functionalities in scientific studies and (4) some of its applications in management 

science. So, this paper’s major contribution is to help researchers particularly those 

unfamiliar with ABM to get insights regarding its philosophy and use and gain a big 

picture of it. 
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Introduction 

A large number of social phenomena such as cultural changes, 

cooperation formation, innovation, norm formation, technology 

diffusion, and even evolution of states happen not just due to separate 

choices by constituent individuals but mainly because of dynamic 

interactions among them over time. As a matter of fact, such 

phenomena have a nature entirely different from their constituents. 

Modeling the formation of these collective phenomena has been a great 

target for mainstream socio-economic modeling approach but it has not 

captured it sufficiently. This mainstream modeling approach which 

often called equation-based modeling (EBM) has been frequently used 

in different disciplines of social sciences. However, EBMs lack a 

needed functionality in explaining how the interactions among micro-

components of a system can lead to an interestingly different macro-

behavior for that system. In fact, they perform very poorly in modeling 

the emergent properties of real-life systems, namely how a whole arises 

from the interactions among its simpler and lower-level parts so that it 

exhibits properties that its simpler and lower-level parts can never 

exhibit. For tackling such a limitation, the agent-based models (ABMs)1 

have been developed. An ABM is a kind of computational model which 

explores systems of multiple interacting agents which are spatially 

situated and evolve over time. ABMs are highly effective in explaining 

how complex patterns emerge from micro-level rules during a period of 

time. In contrast to EBMs that are based on deductive reasoning, ABMs 

properly work not only as an inductive reasoning technique where a 

conclusion is formed from a series of observations but also as a pure 

form of abductive reasoning where the best explanation for the 

phenomena under study is inferred via simulation2. ABMs have become 

a major modeling trend in a large number of domains ranging from the  

spread of epidemics (Situngkir, 2004) and the threat of bio-warfare 

(Caplat, Anand, & Bauch, 2008) to the formation of norms (Axelrod, 

1986), supply chain optimization (Van Dyke Parunak, Savit, & Riolo, 

1998) and collaboration in project teams (Son & Rojas, 2010). 

                                                                 
1. In ecological sciences ABMs are called individual-based models (IBMS). 

2. The purpose and function of models, the difference between mathematical model (e.g. 

equation-based modeling) and computational model (e.g. ABMs), and the relationship 

between real world and models are very beautifully discussed in (Weisberg, 2012). 
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 In contrast to EBMs which majorly focus on the relationship among 

macro-variables of a system in top-down manner, ABMs try to model 

how local and predictable interactions among micro-components of a 

system can generate a complex system-level behavior (Macy & Willer, 

2002). ABM methodology is rooted in complexity theory and network 

science. In terms of complexity theory, ABMs are developed to explain 

how simple rules generate complex emergence (i.e. a process model) 

and in terms of network science ABMs are used to analyze the pattern 

that arises from agents’ interactions over time (i.e. a pattern 
model)(Wilensky & Rand, 2015).  

In this paper, we want to explore ABMs systematically and show 

their great potentiality for modeling a large number of real world 

problems (with a special focus on social problems) that contemporary 

methods cannot model properly.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 deals with 

why and what of ABMs.  The unique characteristics of ABMs in 

comparison to EBMs are discussed in section 3. Section 4 is concerned 

with main uses of ABMs. ABM building blocks are discussed in section 

5. ABM development process is unraveled in section 6. Some critica l 

considerations are offered in 7. Two applications of ABMs are 

presented in section 8 and a conclusion is provided in section 9. 

Why and what of ABMs  

We are living in complex world which itself includes an unlimited 

number of complexities ranging from highly micro-level complexit ie s 

such as interacting atoms to highly macro-level ones such as nations. 

With an eye to socio-economic organizations like banks, insurance 

companies, hospitals and automobile producers, it becomes clear that 

all of these organizations are in turn a type of complex system so that 

each of them owns a distinguished whole (or ensemble) beyond its 

constituent parts (or components). Complex systems should be 

considered different from complicated systems. Actually, a complex 

system includes multiple interacting components forming a whole 

irreducible to its parts; therefore, it doesn’t lend itself to divide-and-

conquer logic while a complicated system is composed of multip le 

related components forming a whole reducible to its parts and can be 

understood by divide-and-conquer logic. When a complex system is 
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studied, the uncertainty of its outcomes never decreases to zero but as 

soon as a complicated system is analyzed and understood, the certainty 

of its outcomes increases to a large degree (Snyder, 2013).  

 

Fig 1. A car engine 1as a complicated system 

One example for illustrating the difference between a complex 

system and a complicated one is Fig 1 and Fig 2. A car engine is 

assembled by several number of parts. When it is well understood by a 

team of experts, it can be decomposed and integrated over and over 

again without losing any of its expected functionalities. In contrast, a 

team including a number of interacting persons can show a surprisingly 

unexpected performance even if the experts disarrange it from its init ia l 

conditions and rearrange it completely the same as its prior init ia l 

conditions2.  

 

                                                                 
1  . https://supamac.co.za/looking-inside-your-car-engine/ 

2. It can be inferred that what Merton calls “unintended consequences” can just be observed 

in complex systems such as society (Merton, 1936) 

https://supamac.co.za/looking-inside-your-car-engine/
https://supamac.co.za/looking-inside-your-car-engine/
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Fig 2.A team1 as a complex system 

Complexity theory (CT) is an interdisciplinary field studying 

complex systems ranging from biophysical complex systems such as 

molecules and organs to socio-economic complex systems such as 

small firms and multi-national corporations. According to CT, complex 

systems which absorb information from surrounding environment and 

accumulate knowledge that can help action are usually called complex 

adaptive systems (CASs). A CAS represents the notion of a system 

where “The whole is more than the parts”. Actually, these are systems 
where multiple and perhaps very simple parts interact in a nonlinear and 

non-trivial manner to give rise to global often unpredictable behaviors 

observable and discoverable at a higher level of abstraction (Holland, 

2002). Table 1 has been constructed to list fundamental characterist ic s 

of CASs through which the readers can distinguish CASs from other 

types of systems. 

In the domain of CASs modeling methodologies2, ABMs as micro-

scale computational models3 have shown a much better performance 

                                                                 
5.http://www.parstimes.com/soccer/players.html 

2. CAS modeling methodologies have been comprehensively discussed in (Niazi, 2011) 

3. Microscale models form a broad class of computational models that simulate fine-scale 

details, in contrast with macroscale models, which amalgamate details into select 

http://www.parstimes.com/soccer/players.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computational_model
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than equation-based models (EBMs) such as analytical models and 

statistical modeling methods, (Eliot R. Smith, 2007; M. A. K. Niazi, 

2011; Y. Sun & Cheng, 2005; Van Dyke Parunak et al., 1998; Wilensky 

& Rand, 2015). Developed from the fields of complexity, cybernetics, 

cellular automata and computer science, ABMs have gained lots of 

popularity in the 1990s and show a growing migration not only from 

equation based models (EBMs) such as econometric models, analytica l 

models and statistical modeling techniques but also from the more 

classical simulation approaches such as the discrete-event simulat ion 

(Heath & Hill, 2010; Siebers & Aickelin, 2008; Siebers, Macal, Garnett, 

Buxton, & Pidd, 2010). ABMs have a wide range of application 

domains ranging from biological systems (Caplat et al., 2008; 

Situngkir, 2004) to engineered ones (Olfati-Saber & Murray, 2004). 

The primary reason widely held by ABM practitioners is its very high 

strength in modeling complex adaptive systems (CAS) in comparison 

with other modeling methods. 

Table 1. Fundamental characteristics of CASs 

Characteristics Description 

Multiplicity and 
heterogeneity of 
constituent 
components 

It is composed of a number of components usually called ”  

agent” (Holland, 2002; Wilensky & Rand, 2015). These agents 

can be very heterogeneous. 

 

Non-linear 

interactions 

Its agents interact with each other in a non-linear (non-

additive) way (Holland, 2002; Wilensky & Rand, 2015). 

 

Learnability 

and adaptability 

Its agents can adapt or learn (Holland, 2002) so agents can 

experience and accumulate knowledge. 

 

Non-ergodicity 

It is non-ergodic (Kauffman, 2000; Moss, 2008).Therefore, 

it is highly sensitive to initial conditions. 

 

Self-

organization 

It self-organizes and its control is intensely distributed 

among its agents(Chan, 2001; Wilensky & Rand, 2015) 

                                                                 
categories. Microscale and macroscale models can be used together to understand different 

aspects of the same problem (Gustafsson & Sternad, 2007, 2010). 
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Characteristics Description 

Emergence 

It exhibits emergence (Chan, 2001; Holland, 2002;  

Wilensky & Rand, 2015). It means, from the interactions of 

individual agents arises a global pattern or an aggregate 

behavior which is characteristically novel and irreducible to 

behavior(s) of agent(s). 

 

Co-evolution 
Its agents can co-evolve and change the system’s behavior 

gradually (Kauffman, 1992). 

Far from 

equilibrium 

It shows “far from equilibrium” phenomenon (Nicolis & 

Prigogine, 1989). Isolated systems have a high tendency 

towards equilibrium and this will cause them to die. The “far 
from equilibrium” phenomenon shows how systems that are 
forced to explore possibilities space will create different  

structures and novel patterns of relationships (Chan, 2001)1. 

Time 

asymmetry and 

irreversibility 

It is time asymmetric and irreversible. One characteristic of 

a CAS is that it is time-asymmetric. Asymmetry in time 

happens when a system passes a point of bifurcation, a pivotal 

point where a choice is taken over another or others, resulting 

in irreversibility of time. Irreversibility signifies that the system 

cannot be reversed — run backwards or rewound—so as to get 

to its original initial conditions. Systems that, when run in 

reverse, do not necessarily or typically back to their exact initial 

state are said to be time-asymmetric (Prigogine & Stengers, 

1997), and time asymmetry is a crucial factor in testing for a 

CAS. If a system time-symmetric, it is reversible, and cannot 

be regarded as CAS but a deterministic system. CASs are time -

asymmetric, irreversible and naturally nondeterministic. So, in 

a CAS if one has an infinite deal of information regarding 

system’s initial conditions, it is impossible to predict or 
“retrodict”, since the system itself “chooses” its forward path 
that its “choice” is indeterminate and a function of statistical 
probability distribution rather than certainty (Rogers, Medina, 

Rivera, & Wiley, 2005). 

Distributed 

control 

The behavior of a CAS is not controlled by a centralized  

mechanism, rather, it is completely distributed among its 

constituent parts.  The interactions of these constituent parts 

cause a CAS to exhibit a coherent macro-level behavior(Chan, 

2001). 
 

                                                                 
1. In thermodynamics, systems that do not have any exchange of energy and matter with their 

surrounding environment are called “isolated systems”. Such systems have a tendency to evolve 
towards equilibrium. But, our surrounding is enriched by phenomena arising from conations 

far from equilibrium. Some examples can be turbulences, fractals and even life. (Jaeger & Liu, 

2010). 
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The philosophy of agent-based modeling comes directly from the 

idea that a CAS can be effectively modeled and explained by creating 

agents and environment, characterizing behavioral rules of agents, and 

specifying interactions among them (Wilensky & Rand, 2015). 

Modeling a CAS needs a specific type of methodology. EBMs such as 

statistical modeling techniques or PDEs lack a needed functionality for 

this purpose because they just decompose a system into its main parts 

and model the relationship among them (a top-down approach) while 

neglecting the fact that the system itself is an entity beyond its 

constituent parts and it needs to be analyzed as an emergence of its 

constituent parts (a bottom-up approach). 

Unique characteristics of ABMs in comparison with EBMs 

EBM and ABM have stemmed from two distinct epistemologica l 

frameworks. The former is grounded on reductionism approaches such 

as neoclassical economic theories (NET) where the issues such as 

unbounded rationality, perfect information, deductive reasoning and 

low-rate heterogeneity are discussed, while the latter is built upon 

complexity theory (CT) where the issues such as bounded rationality, 

information asymmetry, network interaction, emergence and inductive 

reasoning are taken into consideration (Al-suwailem, 2008; Moss, 

2008). This has made ABMs specifically advantaged in modeling 

CASs. Some of these advantages can be summed as Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Major advantages of ABM over EBM 

Advantage Description 

Bounded 

rationality 

The context in which agents  interact is very complex and 

unbounded rationality is not a viable assumption for it (Al-

suwailem, 2008; Wilensky & Rand, 2015); agents have 

limited possibilities not only for receiving information but 

also for its processing. AB modelers contend that complex 

socio-economic systems have an innately non-stationary 

nature, because of  continuous novelty (e.g., new  emerging 

patterns of aggregated behavior) intrinsically introduced by 

the agents themselves (Windrum, Fagiolo, & Moneta, 2007). 

Therefore, it is extremely difficult for agents to learn and 

adapt in such a turbulent and endogenously changing 

environment. On this basis, AB researchers argue that 

assumption of unbounded rationality is unsuitable for 
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Advantage Description 

modelling real world systems and agents should not only have 

bounded rationality but also adapt their expectations in 

different periods of time. 

Exhibition of 

emergence 

Since ABMs can model how micro-dynamics result in a 

high-level macro-dynamic, they can be used as the best 

method for exhibiting emergent properties. On this basis, 

ABM does not need knowledge of the aggregate phenomena; 

in fact, researchers do not need to be aware of what global 

pattern emerges out of the individual behavior. When 

modeling an independent variable with EBM, one needs to 

possess an adequate understanding of the aggregate behavior 

and then test out his or her hypothesis against it (Wilensky & 

Rand, 2015) 

Bottom-up 

perspective 

A macro-system is an emergence of the way its 

constituent sub-systems interact so the properties of macro-

dynamics can only be thoroughly figd out as the outcome of 

micro-dynamics including basic agents (Tesfatsion, 2002). 

This is in stark contrast with the top-down nature of EBMs  

(i.e., traditional neoclassical models), where the bottom level 

generally embodies a representative individual and is bound 

by strong consistency requirements related with assumptions 

of unbounded rationality and equilibrium (Eliot, 2007; Macy 

& Willer, 2002). Contrarily, ABM developers specify highly 

heterogeneous agents living in complex environments that 

evolve through time ( Kirman, 2010; Kirman, 1997). So, 

global properties are deciphered as an outcome of continuous 

interactions among simple local agents rather than from rigid  

assumptions of equilibrium and rationality exerted by the 

modeler (Dosi & Orsenigo, 1994) 

Heterogeneity 

and discrete 

nature 

An ABM can nicely model a population with high 

heterogeneity, while EBMs basically have to make 

assumptions of homogeneity. In many models, most notably 

in social science models, heterogeneity plays a key role. 

Furthermore, when you model individuals, the interactions 

and results are typically discrete and not continuous. 

Continuous models do not always map well onto real-world  

situations (Wilensky & Rand, 2015) 

Networked 

interactions 

Interactions among agents are both direct and essentially 

non-linear (Fagiolo, 1998; Silverberg, Dosi, & Orsenigo, 

1988). Agents have direct interactions because their current 

decisions directly rely, via adaptive expectations, on the 

previous decisions made by other agents of population. These 

may include structures, such as cliques or local networks of 

some agents. In such structures, members have more 

similarity than others. Such structures of interaction can 

themselves intrinsically change over time, because the agents 

individually decide with which agent to interact 
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Advantage Description 

based on their cognitive scheme (i.e., expected 

payoffs).(Lane, 1993a, 1993b). 

Comprehensi

veness 

Results generated by ABMs are far more detailed than 

those made by EBMs. ABMs can abundantly provide both 

individual and aggregate level details at the same time. 

Because ABMs run by modeling each individual and its 

decisions, it is possible to study the life and history of each 

individual in the model, or collective behavior and observe 

the overall results.  This “bottom-up” approach of ABMs is 

most often in contrast with the “top-down” approach of many 
EBMs, which tell you only how the global system is behaving 

and tell you nothing about its local individuals. Many EBMs  

assume that one aspect of the model directly influences, or 

causes, another aspect of the model, while ABMs allow 

indirect causation via emergence to have a larger effect on the 

model outcomes (Lee et al., 2015; Patel, Abbasi, Saeed, & 

Alam, 2018; Wilensky & Rand, 2015). 

Randomness 

and 

indeterminacy: 

One essential characteristic of agent-based modeling, and 

totally of computational modeling, is that randomness can be 

easily incorporated into models. Many EBMs and other forms  

of modeling need that each decision in the model be 

deterministically made. In ABMs this doesn’t apply; instead, 
the decisions can be made according to a statistical 

probability (Siebers & Aickelin, 2008; Wilensky & Rand, 

2015). 
  

With regard to Table 2, it makes sense that social structures such as 

teams, organizations, governments and nations or even galaxial systems 

are few examples of CASs each of which can exhibit a number of 

emergent properties. For instance, organizations are a type of CAS out 

of which phenomena such as cooperation, aggregation of core 

competencies or even the ways employees interactively reinforce or 

weaken organizational routines emerge (Wall, 2016). In a wider 

economic system, macro-level phenomena such as inflation, 

stagflation, stock markets dynamics and economic inequality are 

aggregates (complex problems) emerging out of the economic systems. 

In recent years, the literature about complexity economics has been 

developed in so many areas including evolutionary models built by 

Nelson and Winter ( 1982) and Hodgson (1998), Brock and Durlauf’s 
research of social interactions (Brock & Durlauf, 2001), Axtell’s study 
of firm size ( Axtell, 2001), Alan Kirman and his colleagues’ studies of 
financial markets ( Kirman, Foellmer, & Horst, 2005) and the agent-
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based simulation of general equilibrium (Gintis, 2006a, 2006b).1 The 

importance of ABM in studying macroeconomic issues has been well 

discussed by (Battiston et al., 2016; Farmer & Foley, 2009)    and great 

reviews of ABM applications in studying financial markets have been 

offered by (Chen, Chang, & Du, 2012; Mizuta, 2016; Todd, Beling, 

Scherer, & Yang, 2016). 

However, regarding complex nature of real world, it goes clear that 

EBMs (such as constrained optimization models used in econometrics ) 

cannot capture the behavior of complex adaptive systems. This is an 

essential departure from the presumptions existing in conventiona l 

economic theories. Such systems should be analyzed ‘in’ time and this 
limits the way that mathematics can be used. Standard economic theory 

includes the application of an ahistorical body of logical clauses to 

display attitudes perceived in the historical domain. In opposition, 

complex adaptive system theory copes directly with the fundamenta l 

principles that rule the behavior of systems in history. Therefore, it can 

be said that thinking about the economy and its sub-components as 

complex adaptive systems can allow us to evade such scientific 

impasses. In economic thought, Schumpeter’s contributions toward the 
process of “creative destruction” conform to complex adaptive systems 
theory (Foster, 2001). 

 However, the core idea of Agent-Based Modeling is rooted in the 

fact that a CAS can be productively modeled with agents, an 

environment, and the rules of interactions among them. An agent is a 

computational autonomous entity with particular properties, behaviors, 

and even goals.  The environment is a landscape over which agents have 

interactions and can be spatial, network-based, or a mixture of them. 

The interactions can be non-linear and quite complex. Agents can have 

interaction with other agents or with the environment and they can not 

only change their interaction rules but also can change the strategies 

used to decide what behavior to do at a particular time. (Wilensky & 

Rand, 2015). So, ABMs can be considered as a revolutionary 

                                                                 
1.For an extensive overview of computational models in complexity economics, look at 

Amman et al. (1996) and Tesfatsion (2002).  
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methodology for modeling and simulating systems (i.e. real-world 

CASs) that are tremendously difficult and often impossible to be 

studied by EBMs (Bankes, 2002).  

Main functionalities of ABMs 

ABMs can be used in description and explanation. Like all models, an 

AMB is a simplification of a real world system which doesn’t entail all 
of its aspects so it is distinguishable from real world system and can 

help its understanding. The exploratory nature of ABM indicates that 

they can be used to pinpoint the essential mechanisms underlying the 

phenomena under study. a subject matter expert (SME) can use an 

AMB as a proof that his or her hypothesized mechanisms sufficient ly 

account for the aggregate behavior under study. (Wilensky & Rand, 

2015). Explanation is strongly believed to be a major function of ABMs 

because it helps understand how simple rules generate complex 

structures. ABMs’ explanatory power is highly generative, especially 
in social sciences due to the fact that it explains which macro-structures 

such as epidemic dynamics or social evolutions emerge in population 

of heterogeneous agents that interact locally and in non-trivial way 

under a set of tenable behavioral rules( Epstein, 2008).  

ABMs facilitate the experimentation process(Leal & Napoletano, 

2017). They can be run repetitiously to discern changes in the ir 

dynamics and outputs (Wilensky & Rand, 2015). Some models show 

very small changes during several runs. Some have a path-dependency 

nature(Brown, Page, Riolo, Zellner, & Rand, 2005) and some exhibit 

tremendous variations from run to run. Through experimentation, 

system modelers get informed of how input parameters affect model’s 
outputs. Therefore, they can make various scenarios for achieving the 

targeted behavior. 

ABMs are sometimes used for prediction purposes. SMEs frequently 

use models to get a picture of possible future states. Like every model, 

the quality of ABMs’ prediction relies on the accuracy of its input 
parameters and since society is a complex system with an unspecified 

degree of uncertainty and very high sensitivity to small-scale events, no 

prediction can be deemed as absolutely right (Moss, 2008; Wilensky & 

Rand, 2015). Prediction differs from description where the modeler 
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describes the past or present states of the system, for example when a 

modeler describes what changes first occurred in the system. Moreover, 

prediction is also district from explanation, for example Plate tectonics 

definitely explains earthquakes, but does not help us to predict the time 

and place of their occurrence or evolution is commonly accepted as 

explaining speciation, but it is impossible to predict next year's flu 

strain( Epstein, 2008). Nonetheless, when SMEs claim to have used 

ABMs for the purpose of prediction, they actually use ABMs either for 

description or explanation (Wilensky & Rand, 2015).  

ABMs has a high functionality for education and analysis (Blikste in 

& Wilensky, 2009; Sengupta & Wilensky, 2009; Wilensky & Reisman, 

2006). Educators can develop models for people that they have never 

seen before. For example, educators can model some examples of 

mutualism between individuals of different species when both 

individuals benefit1. Moreover, models can simulate a system that may 

not be directly available from real-world observations; therefore, they 

can be very thought-provoking and enable learners to go beyond their 

observations and conduct experiments just like scientists.  

When a SME is going to gain a deeper understanding of a 

phenomenon about which there is not enough theory, thought 

experiment can be very useful. Though experiment is another suitable 

area for ABMs, this type of experiment is done to achieve its purpose 

without the benefit of execution (Sorensen, 1998). Thought experiment 

is conducted when the real-world experiments are neither affordable 

nor possible to execute (Rangoni, 2014). It has a wide application in 

social and natural sciences. Through this method, researchers can get 

awareness of the logical consequences of their hypotheses. For 

example, what will happen if the personnel of a company all telework 

on Monday, Wednesday and Friday? ABMs can be very useful in 

thought experiments (Elsenbroich & Gilbert, 2014), especially when 

                                                                 
1. An interesting example can be the mutualism between a goby and a shrimp. The shrimp 

digs a burrow in the sand and cleans it up where both species can live. Since the shrimp is 

almost blind, it has a high vulnerability to predators outside the burrow. When the shrimp is 

under dangerous conditions the goby goes over to warn the shrimp by touching it with its tail. 

This causes  both the shrimp and goby quickly back into the burrow (Helfman, Collette, 

Facey, & Bowen, 2009). 
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people want to deal with complex systems such as organization and 

society. Such systems are far from a real-word laboratory where it is 

possible to control some variables (as control group) and measure the 

effect of test on other variables (as treatment group). As a matter of fact, 

in such systems, there are numerous causal factors that are mainly 

interdependent over which we have a very limited control (Savona, 

2005). So real-world experiments can rarely be executed in such 

systems. This has led researchers of social fields to utilize the potential 

of thought experiment in simulating the consequences of their 

hypothesized mechanism. 

Applications of ABMs in management science 

ABM has shown a highly effective performance in various scientific 

domains from biological and health sciences (El-Sayed, Scarborough, 

Seemann, & Galea, 2012; Grimm & Railsback, 2005; Kanagarajah, 

Lindsay, Miller, & Parker, 2010), engineering sciences (Davidsson, 

2002; Hao, Shen, Zhang, Park, & Lee, 2006; Park, Cutkosky, Conru, & 

Lee, 1994), sociology ( Axtell, 2000; Bianchi & Squazzoni, 2015; Macy 

& Willer, 2002), political sciences (Cederman, 2002; de Marchi & 

Page, 2014; Lustick, 2002), economic sciences (Al-suwailem, 2008; 

Tesfatsion, 2002) and management sciences (Gómez-Cruz, Loaiza Saa, 

& Ortega Hurtado, 2017; North & Macal, 2007; Wall, 2016) to only 

name a few. In this part, the application of this methodology is 

discussed in the domain of management science. 

Most of phenomena in managerial sciences are complex and infused 

with uncertainty.  In fact, it is notoriously difficult to understand this 

complexity just through personal judgments and intuition (Bonabeau, 

2002). Whereas EBMs are not good at overcoming the organization’s 
complexity (mainly due to their reductionism approach), ABMs enables 

management scientists to understand its underlying dynamics and 

mechanisms and the way it evolves and affects the total organizationa l 

performance over a number of time periods.  

On a study on organizational structures and environmental changes, 

Sigglekow and Levinthal (2003) developed a computational ABM to 

analyze ways through which organizations can organize themselves after 

they face an environment change. This work was focused on showing the 

impact of e-commerce on organizational changes (Siggelkow & Levinthal, 
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2003). Sun and Naveh (2004) simulated organizational dynamics. The result 

of their work revealed those decisions that are made by non-hierarchical 

teams are better than those made in a hierarchical team structure. Moreover, 

they proved that when there is a free access to information, human resources 

show a better performance than when they have limited access (Sun & 

Naveh, 2004). Ciarli et al. (2007) showed that companies which invest on a 

specific set of innovations in a long time are very likely to gain a good level 

of competitiveness in the short time but they are very prone to have a 

technological lock-in over time (Ciarli, Leoncini, Montresor, & Valente, 

2007).  

As a very practical work, North et al (2007) developed a set of ABMs 

to study the interactions among suppliers, retailers and consumers of a 

market. This work resulted in a powerful decision- making tool. One of 

the major applications of this work was in Proctor & Gamble which led 

to huge savings in operation costs (North & Macal, 2007). Odehnalová 

and Olsevicová (2009) used an ABM to understand how family 

businesses develop over time (Odehnalová & Olsevicová, 2009). Wu et 

al. (2009) developed an ABM based on some factors such as resilience, 

agility, robustness and survival to simulate the degree of organizationa l 

adaptability (Wu et al., 2009) Schwartz and Ernst (2009) developed an 

ABM to study scenarios affecting diffusion of three water-saving 

technologies (i.e., showerheads, toilet flushes and rain harvesting) on 

households of Southern Germany. Their work revealed that these 

technologies will be diffused even without promotion. In addition, they 

could develop some scenarios for relating households’ lifestyles to 
innovation (Schwarz & Ernst, 2009). 

Chang et al. (2010) studied the effect of alliance of two small search 

engines on competing with a big search engine company. The result of 

their simulation showed that individual preferences and a tendency 

towards following others are the core structures underlying the behavior 

of advertisers. Their study also illustrated that in spite of a small market 

share occupied by two small engines (i.e. alliance), they can gradually 

acquire the bigger one (Chang, Oh, Pinsonneault, & Kwon, 2010).The effect 

of group structure on the speed of innovation was studied through an ABM 

developed by (Zhong & Ozdemir, 2010). Jiang and Wang (2010) analyzed 

the relationship between the behavior of employees and task assignments 
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through a computational ABM. The simulation revealed that in 

organizational context where learning is persuaded and tasks are assigned in 

a dynamic manner, the capability of employees increases (Jiang, Hu, & 

Wang, 2010). 

 Rand and rust (2011) used ABM to extend Bass classical diffus ion 

model by exploring network effects in it. Moreover, they provided a 

systematic framework for the rigorous development of  ABMs in 

marketing studies (Rand & Rust, 2011). In a work on human resources, 

the effect of social learning on organizational performance was studied. 

The simulation results illustrated that the familiarity level of individua l 

agents with each other can majorly affect their learning strategies. It 

was also clarified that social learning has a large positive effect on 

improving interpersonal relationships (Singh, Dong, & Gero, 2012). 

Bouarfa et al. (2013) conducted an empirical work in air transportation 

logistics. They developed an ABM and Monte Carlo simulation to 

pinpoint unpredictable emergent aggregated behaviors in air 

transportation systems. Their work showed that traditional warning 

systems were not able to detect such emergent high-level risky 

behaviors in air safety (Bouarfa, Blom, Curran, & Everdij, 2013). 

Forkman et al. (2012) studied the power position of individual agents 

and the effectiveness of their strategy. The results revealed the 

strategies formulated and dictated by organization’s CEO may not 
necessarily yield good results. Therefore the positions of employees 

don’t necessarily secure an effective strategy (Forkmann, Wang, 

Henneberg, Naudé, & Sutcliffe, 2012). In a study conducted by 

Prenkert and Følgesvold (2014), they simulated how the network 

structure of commercial interactions among some internationa l 

organizations can influence those interactions (Prenkert & Følgesvold, 

2014). Some very rich review works have been done on modeling 

diffusion of renewable energy technologies (Rao & Kishore, 2010) and 

energy-efficient technologies in residential places (Moglia, Cook, & 

McGregor, 2017). This work discusses the major technology, 

management studies that have used ABM to problem modeling and 

scenarios development   
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ABM building blocks 

ABMs include three building blocks of (1) agents, (2) environment and 

(3) interactions (J. M. Epstein & Axtell, 1997; M. A. K. Niazi, 2011; 

Wilensky & Rand, 2015). As the first building block of ABMs, agents 

are the basic computational units of agent-based models. They are 

defined by two main aspects of (1) properties and (2) behaviors (or 

actions). Agent’s properties are internal or external states that can be 

changed by its behaviors (actions). Suppose you want to model an 

economic system including individual human agents. Some properties 

for these agents can be the status of employment, income level, number 

of bank account and age or even if necessary blood type! Actions of 

such agents can be searching for a job, opening a bank account, taking 

a loan and so on. As it is sensible, actions affect properties, for example, 

when a person opens a new bank account, the number of his or her bank 

accounts increases. Or when a person finds a job, his or her status of 

employment is changed and subsequently his or her income level is 

positively influenced. As the first building block of any ABM, agents are 

in three specific types of mobile agents, stationary agents and connecting 

agents. Mobile agents have the capability of movement; for example, a 

human is a type of a mobile agent. Stationary agents are those static agents 

that have no moving capability. For example, an organization or in wider 

sense, an environment is a type of stationary agent. Connecting agents are 

those agents that connect agents together. One clear example of this can be 

“links” among agents (Fig 3). Additionally, in modeling agents, two major 

factors have to be taken into consideration; the first factor is about the 

granularity (grain-size) of agents. For example, when you want to model 

an economic system, do you choose to model the individual actors or 

prefer to model institutions? The second important factor deals with the 

cognitive level of agents. In fact, how much is the capability of agents to 

observe (and sense) the surrounding world and make decisions? 
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According to the cognitive level of agents, they can be classified into 

four types of (1) reflective or myopic agents, (2) utility-based agents, 

(3) goal-based agents, (4) adaptive agents (Wilensky & Rand, 2015). 

The reflective agents are very simple if-then agents so that if they face 

situation A, they immediately do action B. Utility-based agents are very 

similar to reflective ones but there is a utility function that they do want 

to maximize it under all conditions. Goal-based agents are more 

advanced form of utility-based function so that they have a goal that 

dictates their actions. The most advanced form of agents are adaptive 

agents. They have enough cognitive capabilities to change their actions 

in similar conditions based on prior experience. Namely, if they do 

action A in situation B and lose some payoffs, when they face situation 

B again, they don’t do action A according to their prior experiences1. 

 

Fig 3. Building blocks of ABM 

 

As the second building blocks of ABMs, the environment is 

composed of all conditions surrounding the agents as they interact 

within the model. In other words, the environment is where an artific ia l 

social life unfolds (J. M. Epstein & Axtell, 1997). Environments can 

come into three different major forms of (1) spatial environment, (2) 

networked environment and (3) mixed environment. The spatial 

environment is often a discrete environment including several discrete 

                                                                 
1. For a more comprehensive study of agent cognition, look at (Russell & Norvig, 2016) 
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points1. The most common form of spatial environment is lattice 

structure which can be two or three dimensional as visualized2 in  

Fig 3. In spatial environments, when agent A (here one of the agents 

near the middle) reaches a border on the far right side of the 

environment (i.e., the world) and wants to go farther right, boundary 

conditions of the environment come to play. The topology of an 

environment deals with such boundary conditions. For a spatial lattice 

structure such as  

Fig 3, there can be three types of topologies. The first type is a 

toroidal topology where agent A reappears in the far left side of the 

lattice. The second type is   bounded topology where agent A cannot 

move farther right and finally, the third type is infinite plane topology 

where agent A can keep going right for ever (Wilensky & Rand, 2015). 

In real world situations, such as socio-economic settings, agents have 

more networked interactions than spatial (geographical) interactions. In 

two different stock markets, a rumor spreads through the individua l 

agents of a network. Therefore, an environment can be in a network 

form where the mobile agents are “nodes” and the connections among 
them are “links”. There are several types of networks that three of them 
are widely used which are  “random networks” (Erdös & Rényi, 1959), 

“Watts-Strogatz small-world” (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) and “ scale-

free networks”(Albert & Barabási, 2002).3 All these networks have 

been visualized in Fig 4, Fig 5 and Fig 6, respectively.  

                                                                 
1.It can also be continuous, see (Wilensky & Rand, 2015) 

2. All visualizations have been implemented by Netlogo 6.0.1 

3. For a more comprehensive study of networks, look at  (Newman, 2010; Wasserman & Faust, 

1994). 
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Fig 4. Random network 

Using network structures as an ABM environment provides lots of 

opportunities to synthesize social network theory (SNT) with ABM. As 

a matter of fact, ABMs are developed to explain how simple rules 

generate complex emergence (i.e. a process model) and in terms of 

network science ABMs are used to analyze the pattern that arise from 

agents’ interactions over time (i.e. a pattern model) (Wilensky & Rand, 

2015). When spatial environment and networked environment come 

together, they form a mixed environment where some agents have links 

whereas some have no links. 

 

Fig 5. Small-world network 
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As the third building blocks of ABMs, interactions refer to rules of 

behaviors for both agents and the environment (J. M. Epstein & Axtell, 

1997). Actually, these rules enable agents to interact with both 

themselves and others. There are five basic classes of interactions : 

agent-self, environment-self, agent-agent, environment-agent, 

environment-environment. In agent-self interactions, an agent checks 

its internal states and decides according to them. Environment-se lf 

interactions are when areas of the environment alter or change 

themselves. For instance, they can change their internal state variables 

as a result of some calculations. Agent-agent Interactions are usually 

the most important type of action within ABMs. Agent-Environment 

Interactions happen when the agent manipulates or examines an area of 

the world in which it exists, or when the environment in some way 

observes or alter the agent’s internal states. Environment-Environment 

Interactions between different areas of the environment are probably 

the least commonly used interaction type in ABMs(Wilensky & Rand, 

2015). 

Fig 6. Scale-free network 
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Emergence modeling: a critical consideration  

Complex adaptive systems (CASs) are real world systems which have 

a number of characteristics as discussed in Table 1. In contrast, Agent-

based models (ABMs) are a type of computational methodology 

believed to be very promising in modeling CASs. Every developed 

ABM only shows one or some aspects of a CAS and not all of its 

aspects. Therefore, what ABM practitioners produce via simulating a 

CAS (e.g., a society) is a simplified and artificial picture of that CAS as 

it is visualized in Fig 7. CASs exhibit emergent properties (Chan, 2001; 

Holland, 2002; M. A. Niazi & Hussain, 2012; M. A. K. Niazi, 2011; 

Rogers et al., 2005). A property of a CAS, that emerges out of non-

linear and non-trivial interactions among its constituent components so 

that it is beyond and irreducible to them, is called “emergence 1”. In 
comparison to other simulation techniques such as discrete event 

simulation (DES), system dynamics (SD) or even game theory, one of 

the greatest advantages of ABM is its outstanding prowess in showing 

the emergent properties of CASs. 

 
Fig 7. A real CAS and a simulated CAS 

                                                                 
1. According to classical British emergentism, the emergent phenomena were believed to be 

unexplainable in nature, whereas agent based modeling approach takes an opposite look at 

emergence; therefore, ABM is incompatible with the basic interpretation of classical British 

emergentism. This has been deeply discussed in  (J. M. Epstein, 1999) 

 

Real CAS

Simulated CAS

Agent based Modeling 
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Our world exhibits several observable CASs; in biological sciences, 

molecules emerge out of interacting atoms, organelles emerge out of 

interacting molecules, cells emerge out of interacting organelle s. 

Organs emerge of interacting cells and finally body emerges out of 

interacting organs. Such examples of emergent properties of our body 

indicates that it is a biological CAS full of interesting emergent 

properties such as consciousness (Clayton, 2004). In a sociologica l 

perspective, there are also several examples of CAS; as an instance, the 

society can be interpreted as an emergent property of interacting actors 

or even norms can be studied as the emergent property of social system 

(Elsenbroich & Gilbert, 2014). In organizational sciences, it also makes 

sense that organizational routines emerge out of their interact ing 

personnel(Gao, Deng, & Bai, 2014).The emergence is very difficult to 

forecast and completely depends on the observation (Gilbert, 2006). In 

facing the challenge of emergence, two kinds of thinking styles can 

come to play named “ integrative thinking” and “differential thinking” 
(Martin, 2009; Showers, 1992; Sill, 1996; Wilensky & Rand, 2015). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7.Integrative thinking 

As shown in 

 

 

Fig 7, integrative thinking refers to when the subject matter experts 

(SMEs) have a CAS in mind (e.g., an organization into which a number 

of people with different religious backgrounds and specialties work), 

but they don’t know its targeted emergent property (e.g., the pattern of 

CAS

What emergent 

property?
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cooperation or formation of hierarchy). In contrast, when SMEs have 

an observable emergent property but don’t know its CAS (i.e., from 
which CAS that property emerged), they are facing differential think ing 

as visualized in Fig 8. 

 

Fig 8. Differential Thinking 

Essentially, the core of integrative thinking style is to discern what 

properties will emerge out of the CAS under study, while differentia l 

thinking style is used to grasp what CASs can lead to the emergent 

property under study. 

Conclusion 

Agent-based modeling (ABM) has a high potentiality for modeling 

systems that are very hard or often impossible to capture by traditiona l 

modeling techniques such as partial differential equations (PDEs), 

ordinary differential equations (ODEs) and even statistical modeling 

methods. In addition, ABM has shown a performance far better than a 

number of simulation methods such as discrete-event simulation (DES) 

and system dynamics (SD). A number of works have been published on 

this subject most often each of which has particularly dealt with one 

aspect of ABMs. For example, some have only dealt with why and what 

of ABMs (R. Axtell, 2000; Chattoe-Brown, 2013; J. M. Epstein, 1999; 

J. M. Epstein & Axtell, 1997; Heath & Hill, 2010; Macy & Willer, 

2002), some works have only discussed the difference between ABM 

and EBM (Y. Sun & Cheng, 2005; Van Dyke Parunak et al., 1998) and 

a number of works have just been conducted on major uses of ABMS 

(Blikstein & Wilensky, 2009; Elsenbroich & Gilbert, 2014; Leal & 

Napoletano, 2017; Moss, 2008; Rangoni, 2014; Wilensky & Rand, 

2015; Wilensky & Reisman, 2006).Therefore, the major focus of this 

Emergent Property

What CAS?
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paper has been to help social sciences researchers particularly those 

unfamiliar with ABMs to get insights regarding their philosophy, 

functionalities and some major applications in organizational and 

management sciences and gain a clear-cut big picture of them. 

However, like any scientific work, this work has had some limitations. 

The first limitation is that no development framework has been 

proposed for ABMs designing, simulating and analysis. So a systematic 

study about this issue accompanied by some practical implementations 

can be a very good subject for future studies. The second limitat ion 

refers to the fact that a number of toolkits have been so far developed 

for programming and simulating ABMs each of which has some 

advantages and disadvantages. But this point has not been discussed 

here and can be pursued by future works. 
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